
        09: Limit Points



Recall:(X,d) metric space.

set metric.

ex: (IR", Euclidean (

ex:(X, discrete (
metric

S1p, g) =308
-

Recall:"Open ball"or "nbhd"Nr(x) ~

"
M &

X I

Ex (X, discrete), open ball are single pts (if (21) - S

S

or all X (if r> 1)

&: When does setE approach a point p?

Def:Apt p eX is a limit pt of E

if every ubled at p contains a pointqGE, q IP.

Ex In IR, G =34:HEN3, 0 is a limit pt.

Exicaine,
So Aptp is nota limit pt of E
if nbhd N at

p
sit. N does not contain any other pt of E.



At p is an isolated pt of E if PCE and p is nota limitpt of E.

EX:all pts of G are isolated.

Def pis an interior pt of E if E nbhd N of p s.t. NCE.

Ex G has no interior pt. d is interior pt of B.

EX:In IR, consider b, RR, Q. limit pt?, interior pt?, isolated pt?

In ZIR, discrete ( IR.

has "nbhal N,(p) thatcontains no other pt.

every pt in CIR, discrete) isinterior pt.

· E=Ain IR.

all it in IR is limitpt.

Ihm If p is a limit pt of E, then

every nbhd of p contains infinitely many pts of E.

:If not, Se, ..., en3 =N, Lett=msdei,ej}
Then Ar(p) has no other pt of E.

Ref:Aset Eis on if

every pt of Eis an interior pt.

EX "ose"of B is open. is-

EX:In IR, -ab
interval (a,b) =Gx:a<x< b3 is open



Ref:A set E is closed if Icontains all its limitpts.

=>In IR, SP3 is closed.

interval (a,b] =9x:a= x= b3 is closed.

(a,b] "half open"interval are not both open and closed.
[a,b) 3

EX:Mouth of B is not closed, Can we close it?

Def:Let E a set of limit pt of E.
The closure of E is E =EvE
Is E closed? Re.


